Contrast sensitivity indicates processing level of visual illusions.
A nearly linear contrast response function (CRF) is found in the lower level striate cortex whereas a steep, nonlinear increase at lower contrasts that gradually increases toward response saturation for higher contrasts is found in the higher level extrastriate cortex. This change of CRFs along the ventral cortical pathway indicates a shift from stimulus- and energy-dependent coding at lower levels to percept- and information-dependent coding at higher levels. The increase of nonlinearity at higher levels optimizes the extraction of perceptual information by amplifying responses to the ubiquitous low-contrast inputs in the environment. We used this difference of CRFs between lower and higher levels, particularly at lower contrasts (.0 to .30), as a tool to investigate examples of 2 lower level (simultaneous brightness and simultaneous tilt) and 2 higher level (Poggendorff and Ponzo) illusions. As predicted, the Poggendorff and Ponzo illusions yielded strong nonlinear increases in their CRFs compared to the more linear functions found for the simultaneous-brightness and simultaneous-tilt illusions. We conclude that the Poggendorff-Ponzo illusions rely more heavily on high-level, percept-dependent cortical processing than do the simultaneous-brightness-simultaneous-tilt illusions and, more generally, that differences between contrast-dependent changes may be a useful tool in determining the relative level of cortical processing of many other visual effects. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2018 APA, all rights reserved).